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Methodology for Analyzing Coupling Mechanisms in
RFI Problems Based on PEEC

Xu Wang , Student Member, IEEE, Anfeng Huang, Member, IEEE, Wei Zhang , Reza Yazdani,
DongHyun Kim , Member, IEEE, Takashi Enomoto, Taketoshi Sekine, Kenji Araki, Senior Member, IEEE,

Jun Fan , Fellow, IEEE, and Chulsoon Hwang , Senior Member, IEEE

Abstract—In this article, a method for analyzing coupling mech-
anisms in radio frequency interference (RFI) problems is proposed.
The partial element equivalent circuit (PEEC) method is first
used to derive the retarded inductances and capacitances between
different mesh cells. With the introduction of a novel partitioning
algorithm, the capacitive coupling and inductive coupling between
arbitrary layout parts can be quantified based on the magnitude of
the displacement current and induced voltage drop. The accuracy
of the PEEC models is validated by comparison with different
commercial tools. The proposed coupling mechanism analysis flow
provides a useful prelayout tool for RFI risk analysis.

Index Terms—Coupling mechanisms, partial element equivalent
circuit (PEEC), prelayout, radio frequency interference (RFI).

I. INTRODUCTION

THE coupling mechanism analysis is an important subject
in the electromagnetic compatibility research community.

As the integration density in electronic devices increases, near-
field coupling between different components becomes more
severe. Unintentional coupling significantly degrades the system
performance, as observed in receiver desensitization due to
near-field coupling between digital circuits and radio frequency
antennas [1], and noise picked up by high-speed interconnects
from voltage regulator modules [2].

The partial element equivalent circuit (PEEC) method is a
circuit-oriented full-wave algorithm based on the mixed po-
tential integral equation (MPIE) formulation [3], which con-
verts a field problem into a circuit problem. PEEC method has
been widely used for different applications, such as parasitic
extraction, conduction emission, electromagnetic interference
(EMI), and electrostatic discharge (ESD) modeling. Typical
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TABLE I
SUMMARY OF TYPICAL APPLICATION OF PEEC METHOD

applications of PEEC method are summarized in Table I. While
the PEEC approach provides clear physical insight into the cou-
pling analysis, it suffers from an excessive number of generated
circuits, which grows exponentially with the number of mesh
cells.

Model order reduction (MOR) method are commonly used to
reduce the number of circuits required for simulation, such as
the Lanczos and Arnoldi algorithms, circuit transformation ap-
proach, direct mesh-based MOR, fast-multipole method, physic-
based macromodel, and so on [4], [5], [6], [7], [8], [9]. Although
the number of circuits has been sufficiently reduced, there are
up to thousands of circuit elements between geometric partitions
after the reduction [6]. For layout engineers, component place-
ment is commonly used in the predesign stage to mitigate the
RFI problem [10], [11]. For example, a 10-dB RFI reduction is
achieved by rotating the Wi-Fi antenna. Therefore, it is desirable
to develop a method to quantify the strength of coupling between
distributive geometries to guide the layout modifications.

To characterize the capacitive coupling and inductive cou-
pling between the distributive geometries, a method is presented
in [15] by extracting the inductances and capacitances between
the surface partitions (generated using Voronoi’s algorithm).
However, the RFI problem studied in this article poses several
challenges to traditional partitioning methods: 1) The concept
of capacitance between the antenna partition and victim trace
partition is generally not valid. To extract a unique capacitance
between objects, the potential of each partition should be con-
stant [9]. Fig. 1 shows the potential distribution of an antenna el-
ement simulated with our in-house PEEC solver, which indicates
the difficulty of representing capacitive coupling to the antenna
partition with a single capacitance. 2) In the RFI problem, the
currents excited by the antenna structure, as shown in Fig. 2, may
spread over the ground plane, which makes it difficult to identify
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Fig. 1. Potential distribution of an antenna element.

Fig. 2. Conduction current distribution.

current paths and extract partition-based inductances [9], [15].
To the best of our knowledge, a partitioning-based coupling
mechanism analysis framework for the RFI problem has not
been reported.

The purpose of this article is threefold.
1) Verify the accuracy of the retarded partial element equiv-

alent circuit (rPEEC) model for RFI problem modeling.
2) Propose a mesh-dependent and partition-based coupling

mechanism analysis framework based on the PEEC
method, which allows the quantification of the capaci-
tive coupling and inductive coupling between distribu-
tive geometries. (After the simulation, a partition-based
analysis is used to obtain the displacement currents and
inductive voltage drops for the victim partitions rather
than extracting inductances and capacitances between
surface partitions, which is generally invalid for RFI
problems.)

3) Discuss how the proposed method may be used to
efficiently examine the different RFI reduction strate-
gies, such as adding filtering circuits and making layout
changes.

The rest of this article is organized as follows. Section II
introduces the theoretical background, including the PEEC for-
mulation, heatmap analysis, partitioning algorithm, and cou-
pling analysis methodology. Section III verifies the proposed
method with an RFI-induced buzz noise problem in a camera
module [25], [26]. Section IV presents the applications of the
proposed method, including adding a filtering circuit and mod-
ifying the layouts. Section V outlines this work’s limitations
and areas of improvement. Finally, Section VI concludes this
article.

Fig. 3. Equivalent circuits for triangular cells.

II. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

A. PEEC Formulation

In this article, planar triangular cells are used to discretize
the simulation model because of its accuracy and flexibility to
model arbitrary geometric surfaces [27], [28], [29], [30]. Similar
to [29] and [30], the Rao–Wilton–Glisson basis function and
the pulse basis function are used to expand the surface current
density and surface charge density, respectively. The equivalent
circuit model for the triangular cell is described in Fig. 3, where
capacitance is defined between two triangular cells (nodal-wise
quantity), and inductance is defined between the currents that
flow across the common edges of the triangle pairs (branchwise
quantity).

The discretized MPIE equation has the standard form of the
modified nodal analysis (MNA)[

jωC ΛT

−Λ jωL

] [
Φ
I

]
=

[
0
V e

]
(1)

where C is the nodalwise (cell-) short-circuit capacitance ma-
trix,L is the branch-wise (edgewise) inductance matrix,Φ is the
unknown potential vector, I is the unknown current vector, V e

is the external voltage source vector, and Λ is the connectivity
matrix, which connects the edgewise and cellwise quantities and
is defined as

Λnm =

⎧⎨
⎩
1 if cell m is the positive side of nth edge
−1 if cell m is the negative side of nth edge
0 otherwise.

(2)
The calculation of the PEEC model for the triangular cell can
be found in [30]. The full-wave Green’s function, rather than its
static counterparts, is adopted here to account for the retardation
effects

G(r, r′) =
e−jkR

4πR
(3)

where R = |r− r′| is the distance between the source point (r)
and the field point (r′). Various equivalent circuit models are
available for the retarded PEEC model in the frequency domain
to facilitate Simulation Program with Integrated Circuit Em-
phasis (SPICE) simulations [3], e.g., the current-source-based
model and the potential-based model for capacitance. Here, we
use the complex capacitance and complex inductance definitions
to represent the retardation effect for the capacitive and inductive
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Fig. 4. Displacement current.

Fig. 5. Simulation model for the RFI problem. The audio traces capture the
radio-frequency signal from the Wi-Fi antenna.

coupling [29]. The MNA equation is solved with a built-in direct
matrix solver in MATLAB rather than the SPICE engines.

B. Heatmap Analysis

In the proposed coupling analysis framework, the capacitive
and inductive coupling hotspots are found using the displace-
ment heatmap and potential heatmap, respectively. In our rPEEC
model, the triangular cells are circuit nodes that absorb the
conduction current and displacement current, as shown in Fig. 4.
The displacement current for each node (triangular cell) can be
determined from the branchwise conduction current vector

idis = −ΛT I (4)

where idis is the nodalwise displacement current vector.
The potential map is the potential distribution on the entire

geometry. The hotspot of the capacitive coupling is shown by the
displacement current map, and the inductive coupling is shown
by the voltage drop in the potential map.

C. Partitioning Concept

This section introduces a partitioning strategy, which is the
key procedure in the proposed coupling mechanism analysis
methodology. The mesh of the aggressor and victim geometry
parts can be divided according to the layout area of interest
after the simulation, in contrast to earlier research that divided
the geometry according to the conduction current path [9]. In
addition, we do not have to limit our partitions to be electrically
small, e.g., smaller than one-tenth of wavelength.

The simulation model studied in this article is shown in
Fig. 5. For simplicity’s sake, the Wi-Fi antenna, print circuit
board (PCB) structure, and audio traces are modeled with zero-
thickness metal patches with triangular meshes. For closely

Fig. 7. Partition example.

Fig. 6. Partition definitions of the simulation model. (a) Aggressor, partition
1 to 4. (b) Victim, partition 5 to 19.

placed components and conductors, the thickness of the con-
ductor needs to be considered due to the proximity effect. There
are three audio lanes in the model: one ground trace and two
signal traces. The Wi-Fi antenna is placed above the traces. The
antenna structure and PCB grounds are the aggressors, and the
audio channels are the victims.

The partition definitions for the aggressor and victim are
shown in Fig. 6(a) and 6(b). The mesh of the aggressor part
is divided into four partitions: a horizontal patch, a vertical
connection, ground area 1, and ground area 2. Meanwhile,
the mesh of the victim structure is divided into 15 partitions,
including trace sections and pins.

To further analyze the induced voltage drop over a victim
partition or the displacement current between partitions, the
circuit nodes and branches within the partitions must be de-
termined. This step is performed by specifying a bounding box
and then querying the triangles within the bounding box. The
current branches and circuit nodes that belong to a partition
can be determined using the point-in-polygon algorithm [31].
The interfaces between different partitions are the triangle edges
shared by the partitions so that the current entering and leaving
the partitions can be recorded. Triangular cells that attach to
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Fig. 8. Relationship between geometry partitions and matrix blocks of the
partial elements. Of note, all matrix blocks are computed and considered for
simulation while only parts of them are shown here.

the interface can be used to record the potential. An example is
shown in Fig. 7, which is part of the audio trace. A conceptual
depiction of the relationship between the geometrical partitions
and the circuit matrix is shown in Fig. 8.

D. Capacitive Coupling Analysis

The displacement current between two partitions is evaluated
by utilizing the submatrix of the capacitance matrix and the
potential vector. Let us consider two partitions, K and S, that
consist of M and N triangles, respectively.

The two-terminal capacitance between cells m and n can be
derived from the short-circuit capacitance matrix as [3]

cmn = −Cmn (5)

where Cmn is the short-circuit capacitance between the mth and
the nth cells. The two-terminal capacitance between cell m and
the ground node is

cm0 = Cmm −
P∑

p=1

Cmp (6)

where P is the cell number for the entire structure.
The displacement current between cell m and cell n flowing

through the two-terminal capacitor can be calculated as

idis,mn = jωcmn(φm − φn). (7)

The total displacement current between two partitions is a
linear superposition of the displacements between cells, which
is

idis,KS =

M∑
m=1

N∑
n=1

idis (8)

E. Inductive Coupling Analysis

The inductive coupling strength is quantified by the induced
voltage drop on the victim partition (between the boundary
nodes). An appropriate and effective current path must be es-
tablished before the inductive coupling can be examined. A flex

Fig. 9. (a) Current distribution of the meshed ground plane. The black triangles
indicate the triangular cells on the trace. (b) Effective current path on a mesh
partition (red edges). The blue edges represent the edges of the graph.

PCB, as shown in Fig. 9, is used as an example to demonstrate the
inductive voltage drop calculation. When the trace is referenced
to a meshed ground plane, the current on the meshed ground
plane is concentrated at the edges due to the proximity effect
between the trace and ground [see Fig. 9(a)]. To find the critical
current path between the predefined boundary nodes, the circuit
topology for a mesh partition can be converted to an equivalent
network graph consisting of edges and nodes, as shown in
Fig. 9(b). The weight of the edge is inversely proportional to
the magnitude of the branch current

wn =
1

|In| (9)

where wn denotes the weight of the nth edge, and In denotes
the nth branch current. The weights can be used as the distances
along the edges in the graph, and then the dominant conduction
current path can be determined using the shortest path algo-
rithm [32].

Let us consider an aggressor partition S with N branches and
a victim partition K with M branches on its effective current
path. The induced voltage on the branch m caused by partition
S can be calculated by

VmS =

N∑
n=1

jωLmnin (10)

where n is the branch index in partition S, in is the nth branch
current, and Lmn is the mutual inductance between branches m
and n.

Then, the induced voltage over partition K (on the effective
current path) is

VKS =

M∑
m=1

Vm. (11)
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Fig. 10. Comparison of the rPEEC model and full-wave simulation. (a) S11.
(b) Noise voltage.

Fig. 11. Heatmaps of the victim partitions. (a) Potential. (b) Displacement
current.

Note that all circuit branches within the aggressor partition
are used, whereas only the branches along the effective current
path are used for the victim partition. This approach differs from
the capacitive coupling analysis method, in which all cells are
used for both the aggressor and the victim partition.

III. VALIDATION

The antenna-to-audio channel coupling problem is simulated
from 2 to 3 GHz. A comparison of the return loss and the induced
voltage at the load, simulated with the commercial software
FEKO [33] and the in-house PEEC algorithm, is shown in
Fig. 10(a) and 10(b), respectively. Good correlation is achieved,
indicating the accuracy of the rPEEC model. The coupling
mechanism at 2.65 GHz is analyzed in detail later, where the
audio traces can receive the maximum noise.

Fig. 11(a) and 11(b) shows the potential heatmap and dis-
placement current heatmap for the victim structure. There is a
significant potential change along the trace sections, whereas the
potential on the pin structure remains constant, indicating that
the inductive coupling occurs mainly on the trace. In contrast, the
displacement current heatmap shows that both the jack pins and
the trace segment near the antenna draw significant displacement
currents from the other geometries.

To further quantify the coupling strength, a partition-to-
partition capacitive and inductive coupling analysis was per-
formed for the second lane of audio structures. The capacitive
coupling to partition 10 (the pin at the end of the second lane) and
partition 12 (part of the second lane), which are the capacitive
coupling hotspots on the second lane, is shown in Fig. 12.
Histograms of the real and imaginary parts of the displace-
ment currents between the partitions allow for the identification
and quantification of the two main capacitive coupling paths

Fig. 12. Displacement current to victim partitions. (a) Partition 10. (b) Parti-
tion 12.

TABLE II
DISPLACEMENT CURRENT BETWEEN PARTITIONS

(antenna patch and ground region 1). Table II summarizes the
magnitude of the displacement current absorbed by all the victim
partitions of the second audio lane.

In addition, the inductive coupling for a section of the second
audio lane is evaluated. Fig. 13 shows the inductive voltage drop
on the victim (partition 11) brought by all partitions. The dom-
inant inductive coupling path includes partition 1 (horizontal
patch of the antenna), 2 (vertical connect of the antenna), 11
(victim trace section itself), and 12 (nearby trace section). It is
worth noting that the displacement current between partition 2
(the vertical connection between the antenna and ground plane)
and the victim partitions are close to zero, but there is significant
inductive coupling between these partitions.
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Fig. 13. Inductive voltage drop on partition 11.

Fig. 15. Inductance extraction with the postprocessing procedure.

Fig. 16. Filter circuit is placed between pads. A total of three cases are
investigated.

Fig. 17. Received noise voltage with filter circuits at different locations.

TABLE III
CONDUCTION CURRENT

To verify the partition-to-partition capacitive coupling anal-
ysis procedure, the sum of the displacement currents between
partitions is compared with the conduction current difference
at the partition interface (known from the direct PEEC simu-
lation). Table III summarizes the conduction currents entering
and leaving each victim partition. The local branch indices
used in the table are defined in Fig. 14. The comparison in
Table IV shows that the total displacement currents calculated
from the partition-to-partition analysis are almost identical to the

Fig. 14. Local circuit branch index on the second lane of the audio channel.
The branches at the partitions’ interfaces are used to record the information of
the conduction current.

TABLE IV
DISPLACEMENT CURRENT FROM PARTITIONS

TABLE V
INDUCTANCE EXTRACTION

conduction current difference between the boundary branches.
The current comparisons indicate successful decomposition of
the capacitive coupling paths.

Similar to the capacitive coupling analysis, the partition-to-
partition inductive coupling can also be validated through the
comparison of the sum of inductive voltage drop caused by
the geometry partitions and the potential difference between the
boundary nodes. Here, we use another approach to validate the
inductive coupling analysis. The inductive coupling between
partitions 14 and 18 is further validated by the comparison
with a quasi-static circuit solver [34]. As shown in Fig. 15 the
conduction current entering and leaving partitions 14 and 18 is
close; therefore, a single partial inductance can be used to model
the inductive coupling (self and mutual) between partitions 14
and 18. The partial inductance can be calculated as

Lmn =
Vmn

jωin
(12)

where Vmn is the induced voltage on partition m caused by
partition n and in is the conduction current on partition n.
The retrieved partial inductances obtained by the postprocessing
approach and Q3D show a good correlation, as presented in
Table V.

In summary, the proposed partitioning-based analysis can
provide several advantages for the coupling mechanism analysis.
First, the types of coupling and dominant coupling path between
the geometrical partitions can be distinguished. Second, the
coupling level between the aggressor and victim partitions can be
quantified. Finally, the efficiency of the coupling mechanism is
considered. The evaluation of capacitive coupling and inductive
coupling involves only matrix-vector products, and the overall
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TABLE VI
DISPLACEMENT CURRENT BETWEEN ANTENNA PATCH AND PINS

Fig. 18. Modifications to the layout: Model 1 represents the initial simulation
model, whereas Model 2 mirrors the antenna patch (partition 1) along a symmetry
plane.

calculation takes less than one second, resulting in high effi-
ciency.

IV. APPLICATION

Adding filtering circuits and modifying layouts are commonly
used to mitigate the interference problem [11], [25]. This sec-
tion demonstrates how the suggested method may be used to
efficiently evaluate the effectiveness of various RFI mitigation
techniques.

A. Filter Circuit

An inductor in series can serve as a high-frequency filter
circuit. As shown in Fig. 16, a 100-nH inductor (0402 package)
is placed at three different locations.

For the PEEC method, the simulations take less than 1 min for
each configuration since the inductor’s effect can be incorporated
by modifying the existing inductance matrix. By contrast, with
the parallel FEKO solver, it takes around 6 min to get similar
results. The PEEC approach allows for the efficient simulations
of scenarios involving various filtering circuit placements (in
this case, at least six times faster than the commercial tool).
As shown in Fig. 17, the received noise voltage can be greatly
reduced by introducing the filtering circuit on trace 1.

B. Modifying Layout

In [11] and [35], the RFI problem is mitigated by transforming
and rotating the entire module, such as antennas and IC. Through
the partitioning approach, it is demonstrated that an efficient and
effective mitigation method may be proposed by modifying the
geometric partitions.

Through the partition-to-partition analysis, as given in
Table VI, the capacitive coupling is mainly due to the patch
partition and the pins on the second and third traces. As a proof
of concept, the antenna patch partition is mirrored along the
XZ plane with no other geometry changes (Fig. 18), which may
reduce the capacitive coupling between the antenna and audio
traces. The inductances and capacitances between partition 1

TABLE VII
SUMMARY OF NODES AND BRANCHES

TABLE VIII
CIRCUITS SIZE COMPARISON

Fig. 19. Received noise voltage for different layouts.

and the other partitions are the only ones in the inductance
and capacitance matrices that need to be changed for the new
layout, which reduce the circuit extraction time by 30 times,
as summarized in Tables VII and VIII . The received voltage
comparison is shown in Fig. 19 and around 6 dB reduction is
observed for the new layout.

V. DISCUSSION

In this article, a systematic methodology for coupling mech-
anism analysis is proposed. Due to the difficulty of extracting
the partition-based capacitances and inductances, the capacitive
coupling and inductive coupling are analyzed using a mesh-
dependent post-processing approach.

Future improvement of this work may take the dielectric
objects into consideration and apply it to the signal integrity
and power integrity modeling. A promising method is the PEEC
model derived from the Poggio–Miller–Chang–Harrington–
Wu–Tsai formulation [36].

VI. CONCLUSION

This article proposes a simple, efficient, and layout-oriented
approach to analyze the coupling mechanism in RFI problem.
This approach is applicable to both quasi-static and full-wave
regimes, since retardation effects can be included in the rPEEC
model. Using matrix blocks of partial elements, currents, and po-
tential vectors of different geometrical partitions, the capacitive
current and inductive voltage drop between different partitions
can be quantified. In addition, the coupling mechanism can
be analyzed between different partitions without the need to
break the geometry into smaller structures or to add ports or
macronodes to each partition.
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